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Responsive Content Checker

It can

often be difficult to determine if content on a website is responsive or not. This
leads to misquotes on either the high end or the low end. Check images, tables,
and divisions quickly and easily by stripping away the design framing the website
content. The Responsive Checker is now live.

Domain names read as;

http://linkudemosite.com/default.asp.pg-TestPage

Just add a "website/nodesign" between the domain, and the default.asp.

It should end up reading as;

http://linkudemosite.com/website/nodesign/default.asp.pg-TestPage

From here you can squish the screen to see how it looks on all different sizes

without the design getting in the way. There is also a button in the upper-right
hand corner that will automatically adjust the screen width to that of a first-gen

iPhone, and draw a box around the content therein. I am using this as a

If you're just here for the Chrome link, scroll down.

https://files.timelapsehc.com/attachments/attachment/0af9ddef-e947-40b3-8bae-740d72ab0af6/responsive.png


benchmark, because of its incredibly low resolution compared to the average

smart phone nowadays. If it fits within this box, we should have no problems with

other devices.

In an effort to try and make this easier, I have created a Chrome extension
that will basically just type the url for you. Go to the page you'd like to check for

responsiveness, click the icon, and it will load the content of the page without the

design. This currently only works on Chrome. It is by no means a requirement, and

is basically just for the lazy or forgetful. That being said, if you'd like to download it,

just click here.

Try it Out:

Fixed width elements

Fully responsive elements

Known Issues:
1. Certain images or links may break, depending on the presence of a leading

slash in the img src or a href tag. This will only be broken for the responsive

checker because of the difference in URL string. If it's visible or functioning on the

non-responsive live site page, it will be visible after responsive conversion. The

client will never see the broken image or link.

2. Really old websites that do not follow the standardized naming convention may

have issues loading certain pages. You may retype the url string into the proper

format to get these pages to work with the checker.

3. Certain custom sites that are missing the lu-gl id from the code will not function.

There is currently no fool-proof way around this. These websites, much like custom

design integration, will just have to be done by hand. (It should work for all modern

templates however.)

4. Media screens only read screen sizes, and not div sizes. This means that

depending on how the element is coded, (and although much less likely,) the

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/keendjapfakofkjbeopgmgfoepnalico
http://trenamiller.com/default.asp.pg-_TESTPAGE
http://maxbusinessgroup.com/default.asp.pg-Savingbuyersthousandslite


arrows in the corner will not affect elements built off of this particular styling. If you

see an element that you are certain should resize, or even if you see an element

not resizing, and want to double-check, resizing the browser window, (although not

as user-friendly,) it is foolproof.

If any other issues arise with the checker, please let me know.
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